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2018 in review

2018 – year in review

Significant, and
increased, investment
in AV related
companies

NTC regulatory
reform progressed

New and continued
Government
investment in future
mobility

Office of Future
Transport

Technological
developments

New and existing
trials of CAVs
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KPMG
Autonomous
Vehicles
Readiness
Index (AVRI)

UK
Current trials and
international developments

The HumanDrive initiative established
which will see an AV drive 200+ miles
in live traffic. Anticipated to start in 2019.

NETHERLANDS

SWEDEN

Ranked 1st by KPMG. Legislation to facilitate AV trials
introduced in 2015. AV licensing requirements and a framework
to assess the robustness of AV software under development.

World’s first electrified road for charging vehicles
(approx. 2km in length). RTA authorised to issue permits since 2017.
New legislation anticipated in 2019 to allow AVs on public roads.

CANADA

CHINA

In December 2018 Federal Government
introduced the Testing Highly
Automated Vehicles Guidelines.
Specific legislation enacted by
some States (eg Quebec) to
regulate AVs on public roads.

First official tests of AVs
on public roads in 2018.

AUSTRALIA
USA

Leader in future regulation of CAVs.
Nearly all jurisdictions have C-ITS or
CAV trials in operation. SA, NSW and
VIC have established specific
legislation governing trials. Trials in
other States and Territories operating
on a by exemption / approval basis.

Significant number of States
accommodate self-driving vehicles on
public roads. No federal legislation passed
yet. Home to most significant number and
leading AV and technology companies.

GERMANY
Government legislated in mid-2017 to allow AVs
on public roads and establish liability regime. Even in
automated mode, the driver (and owner) will be strictly
liable unless it can be proven that the system was in
control at the time of the accident. German Ethics
Commission first in the world to release 20 ethical
guidelines for AVs.

NEW ZEALAND
SINGAPORE
Rules governing AV trials passed in 2017.
Pilot locations built to facilitate AV trials.
National standards published in January 2019
to guide industry development of level 5 CAVs.

No specific AV legislation,
but ‘open for business’
policy. Trial area
established in part of
Christchurch in 2017.
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Legal issues
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Key legal issues

Liability

Insurance

Ethics

Privacy

Liability
Manufacturers

Vehicle Suppliers
Infrastructure suppliers (e.g.
sensors)
Programming and mapping
companies
V2X companies

Operators
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Legislating CAV liability: Germany
 Focusses on automated not autonomous vehicles
 Driver:
 can take hands off wheel; and
 does not need to monitor constantly;
But:
 must be present; and
 must be ready to react if system requires.
 In the event of an accident:
 strict liability of vehicle owner;
 driver potentially liable if failed to satisfy obligations; and
 manufacturer potentially liable if ‘black box’ proves system failure.

Lessons learnt from Uber fatality
Design of
vehicles to
be
reimagined to
address new
modes of
‘driving’

Fall back
user
complacency

Limits of
current
technology

Regulation of
trials
Figure from the US National Transportation Safety
Board Preliminary Report (May 2018) showing the
video of the self-driving system data playback
approx. 1.3 seconds before impact.
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Communications challenges

Insurance
NTC roadmap
CTP difficulties

Insuring CAV trials
Evolving insurance
landscape
Opportunities for growth
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Legislating CAV insurance: United Kingdom
Automated and Electric Vehicles Bill
 Modifies third party insurance to
cover AVs while driving themselves
 Allows the ‘driver’ of the AV to claim
from their own insurer and insurers
to claim against third parties such as
manufacturers
 Applicable to Level 4 and 5 AVs

CAV and C-ITS Data

Cameras and microphones
inside and outside the vehicle

Image and audio data
Control of the
vehicle, speed,
level of
automation,
warning signal
given.

Crash data

Biometric, biological
and health data
Facial recognition,
fingerprint, heart
rate, blinking rate

Navigation and
sensor data

Lidars, GPS,
radars, V2V and
V2X
communications,
location and
mapping data.

Data to support
ADS control of vehicle
Software updates,
wear and tear etc.
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Privacy
 Range of personal and sensitive
information collected
 Real time precise geolocation data
 Tracking: locations, shopping habits,
workplace, locations, acquaintances,
routines
 Complexity of ride sharing
 Commercialisation of data?

The big picture
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Infrastructure and revenue challenges

Beyond the driverless disruption
Beyond the driverless disruption
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